
FEIJOA
IS YOUR FEIJOA HELPING QUEENSLAND
FRUIT FLY BREED UP BEFORE THE
COOLER MONTHS?

KEY POINTS
The Feijoa generally ripens
when little other fruit is left
in the season and can help
QFF complete another life
cycle and head into the
cooler months with strong
numbers.

 

Feijoa is one of the last fruits to ripen in the season,
ripening in Autumn they provide the female Queensland
Fruit Flies (QFF) one last opportunity to lay eggs before
the cold winter months.
The feijoa (feijoa sellowiana) is native to southern Brazil and
northern Argentina.  They are part of the Myrtle family. 

If you live in town or on a
residential block in rural
areas of the Victorian
stretches of the Greater
Sunraysia Pest Free Area
you may be eligible to have
the tree remove for free. All
the hassle taken care of.

If we all work together, we
can stop the lifecycle of the
QFF.

FURTHER
INFORMATION
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Image 1 - A feijoa infested with QFF Credit: GSPFA
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Queensland Fruit Flies are able to survive the cold winter months,
predominately as adult flies. They slow their metabolism down and
as a result can survive for several months over winter. In the
warmers months when they are active, they may only survive for 4-
6 weeks or even less. If we can restrict the numbers going into
winter, we have a better chance of controlling the numbers in the
following season.
 
The feijoa produces and egg-sized green fruit in late autumn,
generally April to May, when there is little other fruit left in the
season for the QFF to infest. This late season fruit helps the QFF
breed up with strong numbers heading into winter.

Why is the feijoa so important for Queensland Fruit Fly control?
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When the fruit is ripe it drops to
the ground. The fruit will literally
drop everywhere underneath the

tree (Image 2). 
 

Feijoa's generally fall off the tree
when ripe so the easiest way to
tell if they are ripe is that they

are on ground. 
 

However, fruit also drops to the
ground when infested with QFF,
so the larvae can go into the soil
and become pupae. The adult fly

develops within the pupa. In
Image 2, the darker fruit is all

infested with QFF.

If you live in town or on a residential block in rural areas of the
Victorian stretches of the Greater Sunraysia Pest Free Area you
may be eligible to have the tree remove for free. All the hassle
taken care of (conditions apply).

I don’t use the fruit and I am prepared to remove the tree to help
in the fight against Queensland fruit fly what do I need to do?

Feijoa is an evergreen tree and can provide plenty of shade to the
yard and house during the summer months. It also has beautiful
pink flowers in spring. If you want to keep your tree but don’t use
the fruit you can still help in the fight against QFF. The easiest way
is to strip the tree of ALL fruit before it ripens, when it is as small
as possible, this will prevent the fly infesting the fruit.
 
Remember, you will need to pick all the fruit every year. You may
need to prune the tree to a manageable height to help with
reaching all the fruit.

I don’t use the fruit but I want to keep my tree, can I still help
prevent QFF infestation?

If you have the time to invest in preventing QFF infestation you can
be rewarded with beautiful fruit. QFF prevention actions can
include:

Bait sprays – these are available at your local agricultural
chemical supply store, or local hardware and garden centre.
Remember to spray weekly and follow the directions on the
label.
Exclusion netting - Physical barriers are one of the most
effective things you can do to protect your fruit trees. Make sure
the net covers all the fruit and is secured at the base of the tree
with rope or tape.
Managing tree height - in winter prune trees so that it makes it
easier to cover with a net and ensure you pick all the fruit.
Traps and lures work best when used in conjunction with other
control strategies. 
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Do you love Feijoas and want to prevent QFF infestation?

Image 4: A feijoa infested with QFF. Credit: GS
PFA

Image 3 - QFF sting marks on a feijoa when the fruit is still green.  Credit: GS PFA

This work was funded by the Victorian Government's Managing Fruit Fly Regional Grants program

Image 2: QFF release an enzyme into fruit that causes it to drop to the ground so the larvae can go into the ground and continue the life
cycle. The brown fruit in the picture above has been infested with QFF. Credit: GSPFA


